ENGAGING THE WORLD
LEADING
the conversation on
environmental justice

FILM SERIES
SHELTER IN PLACE
Week to be Screened:
May 3, 2021

Discussion:
Thursday, May 6, 2021 | 10:00-11:00 a.m.

Special Guest Speaker: Zed Nelson, Director

Panopto Streaming Link: https://chapman.hosted.panopto.com/Panopto/Pages/Viewer.aspx?id=cd9a5383-f8e4-40ed-bd72-ad1001148ec8

Discussion Zoom Link:
https://chapman.zoom.us/j/92367776605

Zed Nelson is a renowned London-based photographer and film director whose work has been published and exhibited internationally. Having gained recognition and major awards as a documentary photographer working in some of the most troubled areas of the world, Nelson has increasingly turned his focus on Western society, adopting an increasingly conceptual approach to reflect on contemporary social issues. Nelson’s work has been exhibited at Tate Britain, the ICA and the National Portrait Gallery, and is in the permanent collection of the Victoria & Albert Museum. Nelson has had solo shows in London, Stockholm and New York. Previous awards include the Visa d’Or, France; First Prize in World Press Photo Competition; and the Alfred Eisenstaedt Award, USA.

For more information on the Engaging the World series, visit our website www.chapman.edu/wilkinson/about/events/etw-environmental-justice.aspx